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Industry Guidance and Support 
1) Review current pathways in light of regional employment 

forecasts:  work with the state Labor Dept and regional 
economic development organizations (REDOs) to determine 
the regional industry sectors that will need entry-level 
employees.  Evaluate your current portfolio of pathways to 
determine which correspond to high-demand industry 
sectors and which do not.  Identify gaps where there are no 
pathways for high-wage high-demand industry sectors. 

2) Identify industry contacts – ask REDOs for warm 
introductions to leaders in high-demand industry sectors.  
Use these contacts after Step 3. 

3) Review pathway equipment / cost requirements – go to the www.LACTELeaders.com website to find any helpful 
lists of pathway equipment and cost requirements.  If none are available, contact a fellow CTE leader with an 
effective program for these insights.  (Contact JumpStart@la.gov for referrals to state best practices programs.) 
Make sure you’re well informed in terms of the support you’ll need before contacting an industry expert. 

4) Probe for interest – meet with the industry experts where you have a warm introduction.  Provide them with 
your program vision (see module 01.02).  Determine their interest in supporting the implementation of a pathway 
for your students.  Determine if they’re the egg / chicken (involved) or the bacon / pig (committed). 

5) Determine post-secondary support – identify post-secondary campuses that have programs and facilities that 
might support your pathway implementation plans.  

6) Using the enterprise planning spreadsheet, develop a summary implementation plan for each targeted high-
demand pathway – develop a realistic, budget-driven two-page implementation plan for each new high-demand 
pathway you intend to offer, with the enterprise planning spreadsheet as backup / support.   
Start each two-pager with an executive summary that states (with an economy of expression):   

a) why regional labor demand will support this pathway;  
b) how you intend to implement the pathway (which schools, or at a “center of excellence” that busses 

students in from many schools, at a technical college or industry training site, during Jump Start Summers); 
c)  required resources – instructional capacity (internal or through an external ally) and pathway budget; 
d)  benefits to students, schools and districts (IBCs earned, new funding generated, school letter grade); and   
e)  timeframe / next steps.   You can then include appendices with detailed narratives and the spreadsheet. 

7) Review your two-pager with your REDO and industry contact(s) – revise the document based on the edits they 
offer.  If they’re willing to go on the record, have them write a concise statement of support that you can include 
with your implementation plan package.   

8) Present your implementation package(s) to your superintendent and business manager – arrange to have your 
REDO and industry contacts on standby so you can call them during this meeting if you want them to be your 
“Amen Chorus” for your internal audience.  If your administration indicates interest, arrange a follow-up meeting 
where you can get formal approval (which may include the requirement to develop a presentation to the school 
board for their approval and funding). 

9) Toughest step of all – determine which current pathways do not lead to high-wage employment, and develop a 
plan to shut these pathways down.  Use the money you save to fund the high-demand pathways. 

Implementing High-Demand 
Pathways 

• Industry guidance and support 

• Industry-based credentials (IBCs) 

• Finding funding 

• Finding instructional capacity 
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Industry-Based Credentials 
Preparing your schools and teachers to help students earn their IBCs is one of the most challenging aspects of 
implementing high-demand pathways. 

Your teachers need to earn the IBCs they will help students attain (per Jump Start policy).  Your school will need 
to budget for the costs of curricular resources, certification tests and certificate costs (some of which are “free” 
for selected IBCs).  You and your team will need to understand how to obtain IBC certifications and submit them 
in the CATE system for your students to get credit as part of their graduation requirements. 

IBC fact sheets available on the All Things Jump Start website (http://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/library/jump-
start-fact-sheets) provide comprehensive information on every IBC: 

• descriptions of the IBCs, including which careers they’re associated with and what level of earnings 
students who attain the IBC can achieve; 

• the curricula and testing requirements for each IBC, including associated costs and any guidelines or 
restrictions on testing (i.e., max attempts by a student, age restrictions, time intervals between testing 
attempts, etc.);  

• any certification requirements for teachers beyond holding the IBC; 

• associated costs (indicating allowable funding sources, like CDF funds) and IBC tracking methods; and 

• Help Requests contacts within the certifying organizations and the LDOE. 

It is imperative that you familiarize yourself with the requirements and particulars of the IBCs you school / 
district intend to offer. 

Beyond printing out and memorizing the information on the IBC fact sheets, working with experienced CTE 
leaders familiar with the IBCs you will offer is perhaps the most helpful support mechanism available. 

 
Finding Funding 
Funding is always the toughest challenge when making the recommendation to implement a new high-demand 
pathway. 

In Louisiana our Perkins funds are controlled by the LCTCS system (very 
unusual among states) and therefore are limited for high schools. 

But Louisiana also has CDF funds, a national best practice for funding 
high-demand pathways.  The CDF funding mechanism was created by 
BESE and approved by the state legislature specifically to address the 
added expenses associated with offering high-demand CTE pathways. 

If you don’t know everything there is to know about CDF funds, go 
immediately to Guidelines for Use of CDF Funds document:  
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/jumpstart/guidelines-
for-use-of-cdf-allocation.pdf?sfvrsn=94a38f1f_15  

Also consult the CTE Funding Guidance Sheet (link to the right). 
  

Funding Sources for High-
Demand Pathways 

• Perkins 
• CDF (reserved precisely for this purpose) 
• CTE Adder (harder to get your hands on) 
• Industry contributions 
• SCA (for technical college tuitions) 
CTE Funding Guidance Sheet: 
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-
source/jumpstart/jump-start-funding-guidance-
sheet.pdf?sfvrsn=96a38f1f_11  
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Finding Instructional Capacity 
The biggest mistake districts and high schools make is thinking that there has to be an onsite teacher in order 
to offer a course / pathway. 

Don’t think about “hiring teachers” (as important as that is).  Instead think about “securing instructional 
capacity.” 

These are subtly different concepts, but the difference is essential. 

“Instructional capacity” is any way (in-person teacher, online course, post-secondary institution, industry training 
facility) where students can complete the learning experiences they need to complete a pathway and earn a high-
value industry-based credential (IBC). 

Take the guidance of industry and post-secondary partners to determine which options are available to your 
students for completing the high-demand pathways aligned with regional workforce needs. 

The second biggest mistake districts and high schools make is believing that students will only complete their 
pathway courses and training during the standard school day / calendar. 

High school students – including university-bound students – will happily attend evening programs that help 
them master key workplace skills and earn valuable IBCs.  (The only individuals more enthusiastic than these 
students will be their parents . . . you’ll see.) 

Louisiana also has another national best practice:  Jump Start Summers.  Students will line up out the door to 
participate in a summer program where they can:  a) earn course credits;  b) engage in workplace-based learning; 
c) attain valuable IBCs;  and  d) receive a summer wage. 

Use Jump Start Summer and evening instructional time to help students complete their high-demand pathways 
and earn their high-demand IBCs.   

And one more thing:  stop that peculiar and undermining Louisiana tradition of letting high school seniors attend 
school only two or three periods a day in the morning before leaving school.  This is extremely valuable time in 
their high school careers.  Use every second of every day to help our students prepare for adult success. 

 

Downloaded Resources to Help with Work-Life Balance from www.LACTELeaders.com  

[links tbd] 


